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OK LET'S TALK ABOUT THE DLC ITSELF. FORGET ABOUT THE PRICE. I will give a positive feedback, though some
glitches and bugs appear. Hope you guys could update and add more features in the future and make this game better. The
extension does expand funs for players in some way. But what I want to say is the players may get bored and tired with the new
update soon. Though we get two different new towns and an airport, they don't change a lot. Passengers from the airport are still
the normal passengers model. The two new towns, however, seems just copy the buildings and rearrange them. Probably that's
because you guys decide to create a sandbox map, just like GTA. I have to say it would be a great for exploring and customizing
routes, but it also restricts the length of the routes if you can't provide a huge enough map for players. I'll just put suggestions
and bugs in this review. May update in the future. I did a similar one in the main page but in Chinese. I hope this one could
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express my ideas clearly. u4e2du6587u7248u7684u6d4bu8bc4u8bf7u53c2u8003u6e38u620fu672cu4f53u754cu9762u3002u75
31u4e8eu4e2du6587u7248u8fd0u7528u4e86u5927u91cfu7f51u7edcu8bcdu8bedu548cu672cu571fu8bedu6cd5uff0cu4e3au96
32u6b62u56e0u7ffbu8bd1u9020u6210u6b67u4e49u7279u6b64u66f4u65b0u4e00u7bc7u82f1u6587u6d4bu8bc4u3002
Suggestions for map: --The road inside the airport IS TOO NARROW. Long buses gonna have a tough time. I swear the road in
front of my local DMV is even better than this. --Add traffic lights in some big junction instead of yield sign. The AIs are
stupid. --Cancel the potholes punishment or increase the speed limits for passing through it. Suggestions for features: --MORE
BUSES PLEASE. --Update the garage window. You may refer to the ATS garage window. -Insert-text function in customize
menu. IT IS ANNOYED to adjust every decal to set fleet numbers. --Decals and ads can be used at the same time. --More NPC
vehicles, such as emergency service vehicles. --Time cycle system. --Variety of numbers of passengers according to the time.
Such as rush hour. --Please add more passengers, few passengers makes the 18m buses useless. --Improve the headlights of
buses. BUGS: --A21, Urbanway 12/18m have serious texture problems. If the option "show skin on the window" remains NO,
the current skin will be overlapped by the "bookworm" skin. --The official country skins DLC is no longer supported after the
official update. You can't find these skins in your custom menu. --Even if players select "show skin on the window", the skin
only shows in the preview window. In the actual game, the skin DOES NOT SHOW on the window. (Seriously?) --If you meet
NPC bendy bus and it bends too much, the punish points will be added to you (even you're not driving a bendy bus, LOL)
--Some NPC are slipping on the street, instead of walking. I only see this bug after the map update. --Rear LED signs on Setra
buses may flash or disappear. --The passengers in front of the 4th door on A23 may get stuck and can't get off. Under this
situation the fast-end function is disabled if you are at the last stop.. Fantastic DLC By a Fantastic Company 10/10 Highly
recomend. The good: The map looks good and for the most part, plays pretty well from what I've seen so far. The bad: This
map/update introduced numerous bugs into the game affecting player liveries, bus handling, buttons in the menus not working,
you know, pretty basic stuff really. Not sure how these made it into the game, were they overlooked/ignored by the devs? I'm on
the fence about recommending this DLC or not, I'm leaning towards a no until they decide to fix these basic issues.. Doesn't
work on level 22. Only works on Sandbox mode.. Fantastic DLC By a Fantastic Company 10/10 Highly recomend. The good:
The map looks good and for the most part, plays pretty well from what I've seen so far. The bad: This map/update introduced
numerous bugs into the game affecting player liveries, bus handling, buttons in the menus not working, you know, pretty basic
stuff really. Not sure how these made it into the game, were they overlooked/ignored by the devs? I'm on the fence about
recommending this DLC or not, I'm leaning towards a no until they decide to fix these basic issues.
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